Testing latent longitudinal models of social ties and depression among the elderly: a comparison of distribution-free and maximum likelihood estimates with nonnormal data.
Using a latent-variable modeling approach, relationships between social ties and depression were studied in a sample of 201 older adults. Both positive and negative ties were related to concurrent depression, whereas only negative ties predicted future depression. Nonnormally distributed scores were observed for several variables, and results based on maximum likelihood (ML), which assumes multivariate normality, were compared with those obtained using Browne's (1982, 1984) arbitrary distribution function (ADF) estimator for nonnormal variables. Inappropriate use of ML with nonnormal data yielded model chi-square values that were too large and standard errors that were too small. ML also failed to detect the over-time effect of negative ties on depression. The results suggest that the negative functions of social networks may causally influence depression and illustrate the need to test distributional assumptions when estimating latent-variable models.